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AN ELEPHANT SHOOT IN SOUTHERN INDIA. 

By MAJOR F. S. GILLESPIE, 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

JUST before Christmas, 1928, I received a letter from an old friend, 
R. C. M., a coffee planter in the Billagirirangan Hills, a well-known shikari,· 
and one of the most hospitable and unselfish fellows that ever stepped. 
The gist of the letter was this: "Would you and Colonel T. care to join 
me in February on a trip after' rogue' elephants in the Baragur Hills? " 
Needless to say the invitation was accepted with alacrity! The leave 
question was fairly simple; I was temporarily my own boss, and there was 
not much fear of O.C. Station turning it down, as that responsible position 
was filled by Colonel T. 

The next important question was rifles suitable for shooting elephant. 
I have the greatest respect for the African hunter who tackles his beast 
with It ·256 Mannlicher, or something not much bigger, but being neither 
a good shot nor an experienced hunter, I have not the slightest desire to 
emulate his performances. Colonel T. had no difficulty, for his" Mess" 
owned a double hammerless ·577 cordite rifle, and when I mentioned my 
prospective trip to a Sapper Major, who was a patient of mine at the time, 
and a keen shikari, he most generously offered to lend me his rifle, a double 
hammerless cordite ·450 No. 2 by Jeffery, a weapon quite powerful enough 
for any game. I was particularly pleased with the loan as I knew it was 
a duplicate of the rifle R. C. M. used, and there would therefore be no 
difficulty in securing ammunition for it, rather a problem in the case of a 
·450 in India. 

We fixed our leave to start on February 4, as the 3rd being a 
Sunday wouid allow: us to get a flying start to R. C. Mo's estate. Our 
journey was uneventful, except for the bumping of a water buffalo which 
suddenly elected to swing its hind-qllarters into us as we were passing it 
at about thirty miles an hour. The luggage carrier on the running board 
was somewhat bent and the petrol can badly damaged, but the buffalo 
seemed little the worse. 

Next morning most of our kit was loaded up on a Ford van, and we and 
the remainder of our kit were packed into a Chevrolet and st.arted on our 
trip of almost fifty miles to our headquarters in the Baragur Hills. Fifty 
miles does not sound very far, but the roads over which we travelled would 
better be imagined than described! One part had never been traversed by 
a car before R. C. M. did it in a previous trip after elephant in 1926, in which 
expedition he and his companions got three" rogues" in two days. One of 
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54 An Elephant Shoot in Southern India 

the elephants was killed by R. C. M. at about five yards range, when it was 
charging the party. Its tusks after it fell were found to he only six feet 
from where he was standing when he fired. 

To return to the road; when we arrived at Kowdally we were met by 
some of the trackers who had preceded us, and were told that we might 
get the car along the next ten miles of road, though no motor had ever done 
it before, but the last five miles up the hill to Sengady was quite im
practicable, as the hair"pinturns were much too sharp. We therefore 
engaged ten pack bulls to go to the bottom of the hill to be ready to 
take our kit. Having done this we pushed on and arrived at the tenth 

-milestone without mishap. Not so the Ford; about five miles from the 
bottom of the hill the bolts holding the spokes into the hub of one of the 
back wheels sheared and the wheel simply disintegrated. By the time 
the news of this catastrophe reached us it was nearly dark, and we had to 
face the job of unloadillg the Ford and getting the contents on- to the pack 
bulls. This and the lifting of the Ford off the road took a considerable 
time and we had a much-needed meal on the roadside before we pushed on. 

R. C. M. possesses the true pioneering spirit, and suggested trying to 
drive the last five miles up to the bungalow where we had decided to spend 
the night; as we were all pretty tired we agreed to anything that would 
save a walk. The" Chev." turned up trumps and manipulated the corners 
successfully; the road was not as bad as we had been led to believe, but 
there was very little margin of safety and the car wheels seemed perilously 
near the khud side. However, we eventually got to the outskirts of a 
village and called upon some of the inhabitants to guide us to the bungalow. 
It proved to be very poorly equipped and contained one tabJe and a long 
chair; we tossed for the latter as a resting-place for the night and the 
Colonel won. R. C. M. and I had a cushion each from the car and my 
Burberry over our legs, but in spite of discomforts we were soon ready 
for sleep, the hour then being 1.30 a.m. As we settled down R. C. M. 
philosophically remarked that "he had noticed that a trip which started 
badly almost always turned out well." 

Next morning we packed all our belongings on to the bulls and started 
for Punnachi, ten miles away, as a "rogue" there had been proscribed 
for killing a man and damaging crops. A slight digression may be necessary 
to explain -the term "rogue." In most parts of Illdia the shooting .of 
elephants is absolutely forbidden except when they begin damaging crops 
and attacking or killing villagers. If an elephant starts on a career of 
crime the local inhabitants report the matter to the l!'orestDepartment; 
a description of the beast is given, usually the circumference of his fore-foot; 
the approximate length of his tusks and any marked peculiarities, such 
asa torn ear or a white mark on his head. 

The Forest Ranger then reports the matter to his District Officer, who 
forwards it -on to the Collector of the District. The elephant is then 
" proscribed" as a "rogue," bis description is published in the local. Gazette 
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F. S. Gillespie 55 

and a copy posted to anyone who may ask to be supplied with it, usually 
some keen shilmri. The notification gives the locality in which the beast 
generally roams, and finishes with the information that he may be shot 
on condition that his tusks shall be surrendered to Government if required. 
As a rule this p~ovision is not enforced, Government officials realizing 
that there are few people so public-spirited as to spend their time and 
money and to run the risks entailed in the pursuit of "rogues" if, when 
they are successful, they get no trophies beyond the feet and the tail. 

Now to continue our travels. We reached Punnachi about 10 o'clock 
and lunched and awaited the arrival of Bomma, the head shikari, a cheery 
old Sholaga who had been at the death of many a tiger, bison and elephant, 
not to mention less lordly game. Bomma arrived about 5 p.m., very 
annoyed with the local men who had led him a fruitless dance after an 
elephant which they assured him was the "rogue," but which on closer 
inspection proved to be a different beast. 

Next day we left the bungalow at 6 a.m. with our own shikaris and a . 
bunch of the local men, and crossing a valley arrived at the slopes of a long 
hogs-back hill-Punnachi Betta. Most of the morning was spent in 
waiting at fixed points while the trackers scoured the jungle for traces of 
the" rogue." Eventually we got news that Bomma was following the 
tracks of two elephants, so we pushed on in the same direction and waited 
in a clearing. While there a man came up with the information that he had 
located the" rogue," but as we knew that the place where he had marked 
it down was close to where Bomma had come on the elephant of the 
previous evening, we thought it was probably the same beast, and refused 
to go after it till Bomma returned. 

PreRently I spotted a black object on the hill a couple of miles away 
and pointed it out, remarking that I thought it was a bison. R. C. M. 
had a good look at it and then said it was an elephant. We all concen
trated on the spot and eventually made out six elephants feeding. We 
therefore sent a man off to Bomma to tell him that the elephants he was 
after were probably part of the herd, as they were going in the same 
direction. Shortly afterwards we heard some terrible trumpeting and' 
crashing from the direction of the elephants, and I must say I feared that 
Bomma and his companions had got involved in a vulgar brawl with them. 
However, our messenger returned shortly afterwards with a broad grin on 
his face and described how one part of the herd feeding high up on the hill
side had dislodged a boulder which had rolled down the hill into another 
part of the herd. Elephants are panicky beasts, and the result. of a large 
piece of rock suddenly bouncing in amongst them settbem charging in 
all directions . 

. As soon as Bomma appeared we started off to investigate the report of 
the local individual, who had now convinced Bomma that the elephant 
he was after was really the "rogue" and not.the beast seen the previous 
evening .. 
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56 An Elephant Shout in Southern India / 

We soon found his tracks and eventually discovered him in the middle , 
of a dense brake of bamboos on a steep slope. We waited a couple of 
hours, but he showed no signs of coming out. We could hear him feeding 
and the rumblings of his "innards," and were all keyed up and ready for 
him to appear. Suddenly all noises ceased, and after a pause we realized 
that a change of wind or the fact that one of the trackers had gone too far 
round and having given him our scent had made him move off with the 
amazing silence an elephant can achieve when so minded. We started 
after him and found that he had gone straight down the valley, so Bomma 
and M. followed him up for a couple of miles, leaving the Colonel and me . 
and the rest of the party. Alas, by 5 p.m.they returned with the news 
that he appeared thoroughly scared and had evidently gone right away. 
We retreated rather disconsolately to the bungalow ·and our dinner, and 
M. proposed that as soon as we had finished our meal we should pack 
up and make for Talaibetta on the way to Madeswaranmalai, where another 
" rogue" had his headquarters. 

We were ready to fall in with any proposal, and loaded the bulls up and 
left the bungalow at 9 p.m. for a ten-mile trek. The first half was not bad 
going over a forest road, but the second part of the way was a nightmare 
trip down a steep hillside with only a semblance of a track, and stones of 
all sorts and sizes to stumble over. The bulls were slow and we had to 
keep pace with them, as there were only a limited number of lanterns. 
Eventually we came to a saddle joining the two hills, the rest of the 
journey being up a steep paved path to the top of a hill as high as the one 
we had so laboriously descended. Here we had a late supper, unrolled our 
valises on our camp beds and lay down. It was 2.00 a.m. and M.'s last 
words were that we would have to be up early, as the next day was the 
monthly pilgrimage to the Madeswaranmalai temple. 

We were roused at 5.30 and had breakfast in the cold grey dawn, and 
even at this early hour the pilgrims began to arrive before we had finished, 
However, we managed to keep them behind us by telling them of the 
extraordinary ferocity of the "rogue" who was known to wait on the road-

·Bide for stray pilgrims. Bomma had gone ahead while we we.re break" 
fasting and had got in touch. with the local shikaris, and we were soon 
informed that we were in luck's way, as not only was the" rogue" we were 
after on the spot, but quite close by was another and "easily recognized 
beast whose tusks crossed near the e~ds. He had come froll). his usual 
haunts eight or 'nine miles away about a week before. 

I was fortunate in having won the toss for first shot, and we set off 
after the crossed tusker, having first been led on a wild goose chase by a 
village idiot who sported a fine pink shirt. He escorted us to a place 
where he assured us he had "heard some noises-even seen the elephant 
itself! " 00 investigation we found the noises were made by monkeys 
and there wits no sign of .any elephant. 

Meanwhile, a more reliable guide turned up and said he had just come 
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F. S. Gillespie 57 

from where the beast was feeding and had left a man watching it. We 
soon arrived at the spot only to find that the elephant had moved off. 
Now the r.eal business of the day began; the following of tracks barely 
perceptible to the uninitiated but evidently clearly visible to the Sholaga. 
I was abead with the best tracker when he suddenly stopped and signalled 
to M. tbat he could hear the elephant just abead. M. immediately signed 
to us to make a detour and get above him on tbe bill. A very good move 
it proved to be, for we had hardly done so before there was a trumpet of 
rage and a crash through the jungle and the elephant charged back just 
where we had stopped before making the detour. 

We waited for some time on the alert quite expecting another charge, 
but none came and we found that he had moved off. Picking up his 
tracks; we followed for a mile or so only to be startled by another snort 
and crash, though this time he went away without attempting to 
charge us. 

After some more tracking we came out on a paved pilgrim's path to 
the temple, and there lllet a Forest Watcber who told us tbat the elepbant 
was in a thick hrake of bamboos close by. Very soon we could hear him 
moving about, but tbe jungle was so thick that it was quite impossible to 
push our way into it with any chance of getting a shot. We waited for a 
couple of hours hoping he might come out, but he showed no signs of 
wanting to move and started feeding .. We were just wondering what to 
do when the Forest Watcher appeared again and announced that he had 
found a place where we could crawl through the bushes to a rock over
looking the bamboos. This we did, and though we could see where the 
leaves were q uiveri~g we could not yet get a clear shot. 

M. had a sudden inspiration which seemed the only solution to the 
problem. This was that the men should go round to a clearing at the other 
side of the brake,below the elephant, and make a noise and give him their 
wind, and so drive him up towards us, they being prepared to bolt up trees 
if he became nasty and tried to charge them. 

This plan would have worked beautifully if they had gone exactly where 
they were told. Unfortunately they got the brute started off on a line about 
sixty or seventy yards below us, instead of making him come straight up a 
track which would have brought him within twenty yards of us. Certainly 
they were successful in moving him, and a crashing in the bushes was 
succeeded by a view of his immense head and the enormous bulk of his 
back. 

It was a case of now or never, and though I could not see his eye, I took 
as careful aim as I could at the place which I judged to be midway between 
his eye and ear, and pulled the trigger. He stopped as if stunned. Then 
came the bark of M.'s rifle just by my ear. I fired my left barrel and M. 
did the same-the Colond was too far round to get a shot. A mighty crash, 
and down went the" rogue" ! 

This was followed by a desperate noise of trumpeting and struggling 
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58 An Elephant Shoot in Southern India 

among the bushes, and very soon we saw the elephant on h.is feet· again 
and staggering off-the cover was much too thick for us to get in another 
shot. Only those who' have had a similar experience can realize my dis
appointment, for I had always read that an elephant which is not killed 
outright by a head shot may go right away and seem none the worse, even 
if he has been floored. 

We soon crossed the pilgrim's path again, and I should probably have 
appreciated the humorous sight which met my eyes if I had not been so 
bitterly disappointed. There before us on the road were strewed about 
broken chatties, pilgrims' staffs and miscellaneous clothing, while a huge 
blood-trail crossed the track, not a few drops, but a continuous succession 
of splashes the size of breakfast plates, while the trees where he had broken 
into the jungle again were covered with blood which must have been coming 
out like a fountain. . 

We sat down by the roadside to discuss the situation, and made short 
work of a couple of bottles of beer and some lunch. While we were so 
occupied some thoroughly shaken pilgrims arrived to retrieve their scattered 
belongings. Apparently about ten of them had been on the road when the 
" rogue" arrived trumpeting with rage. Only one of them laid claim to 
having actually seen the beast, and it was fortunate that none of them had 
got in his track when they holted for cover. 

At this moment a man turned upto tell us that the" rogue" had doubled 
back and crossed the road lower down, and shortly afterwards our trackers 
arrived to let us know that -the" rogue" was not far away in a clump of 
bamhoos on a nullah bank. He was .breathing heavily and groaning, and 
evidently was very sick indeed. I began to brighten up after this and had 
hopes of bagging him after all. 

We were soon at the place, and sure enough we could hear him in the 
bamboos groaning now and then. We got above him and tried to get 
close, but he winded us alld lumbered off. We ran on parallel to the 
bamboos till we heard him cross the stream. We were preparing to follow 
when he turned and came for us ; he had got our wind and was preparing 
to do battle. Fortunately for us he was not quite sure where we were, and 
stopped in the nullah bed with his trunk raised to scent us. 

I had a rapid "right and left" at his head. M. fired at the same· 
moment and then I ran back a few yards to reload. All was now silent, then 
I heard a shout from M., who was lower down the slope. and cool as the 
proverbial cucumber. 

" Come along, he is down." I could hardly believe it, but there he was 
right enough, his huge blilk on top of a little knoll with his head down the 
slope. I put in another shot for luck, but he was stone dead. My first 
shot had hit him in the bump at the base of his trunk and gone through 
into his tusk, while M.'s shot and my second had got him. in the brain. It 
was suggested to me later that he might originally have been hit in the 
right eye, and this would account for the fact that he went in almost a 
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complete circle from the place wbere he was first wounded to the place 
where be was eventually killed. Unfortunately he was lying on the side 
we bad first fired at, so we never saw where the orir: inal shots had struck 
him. It would have been in teresting to find where th:1t huge fountai n oC 
blood I'Rd come frolU. 

F IG. l. - ]\,'[y elephant t:l.ken just a.{t.et he was shot. 

l!'lG. 2.- " Rogue " elepul\ut shot by me. Note the tusks crossed n.t tips, Il. ,'cry rare occu frcn ce . 

He was a huge elephant, and his tu sks wbich crossed at tbe points and 
were very massive measured five feet Dine inches oulside the gum and 
eighteen inches in circumference, the fore foot was about five feet one inch 
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60 An Elephant Shoot in Southern India 

in circumference, but was unfortlln~tely not measured till alter it had been 
removed. 

Sbortly after this our camp arrived. 'Ve had been most fortunate over 
it, for M. had first decided to camp in a clump of trees by a spring, but 
later had sent a messenger to tell the men to come to a clearing near the 
null ab. The wouude<l elephant had gone slap through the middle of tbis 
clearing, and if our camp bad arrived an bour earl ier they would have most 
certainly been charged by him. 

After a cup of tea and taking a number of pbotograpbs we went out to 
see if we could locate the other elephant, but bad no luck; we heard a 
panther " sawing" in the di stance and a t roop of monkeys cursing hi,u 
with great fluency! W e retired early to bed under tbe s tars to make up 

FIG . S. - Photo taken ea.rly next morning. Compare position wi th reference to ba.mboo 
in other photo. 

for our loss of sleep on the previous night. I was longer tha.D usual 
dropping off and heard sOlIle animal moving about below hy tb e nullah, but 
concluded it must be olle of our pack bull s so took no furth er notice and 
went to sleep. In the morning we were told hy the "'en that during the 
night tbe other" rogue" had been moving about by the dead one, and bad 
pushed him to try and get him away. 'Ve found tbat the dead elephant 
had actually beeu moved aboul six feet. 

Our trackers had gone out at da.wn to try and locate the second If rogue " 
which was to be tbe Colone!"s. 'l.'hey re turned in a couple of bours to sa.y 
they had met a man who had come up the valley and had seen tbe elephant 
whi ch had charged bim. We were soon on the move, and lefl in structi ons 
witb th e men with the pack bulls to get t he kit moved to the bottom of tbe 
valley into which the eleph ant bad disappe<Lred. W e went off by tbe most 
direct route down a steep gorge, and I relllarl{ed at the time tbat I was 
sure that wben we got to tbe bottom we should find tbe brute had gone 
back! 
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At the foot of the hills lay a dried up and barren plain covered with 
scrub jungle; there was very little shelter and it was extremely hot. We 
were very soon on to fresh tracks and followed them for a long way down 
the valley, only to be met by one of the trackers who told us that he had 
seen the elephant which had been joined by another, and it was not the 
"rogue." All the afternoon was spent on various tracks but there were 
no signs of the elephant; his morale had been badly shaken by the sounds 
of firing and also by the fact of coming on the dead elephant, and he had 
moved off several miles, evidently without any very definite purpose. 

We returned to where our camp had been made in a river bed, though 
we had difficulty in getting any decent water, for it was green and uninviting. 
However, by digging in the sand close to a pool we succeeded in getting 
the water to filter through fairly clean. 

After dinner the two head trackers came up very perturbed and said 
they had discovered the reason for our lack of success. The explanation 
was as follows: It was the custom with trackers when after elephant to 
go to the nearest temple and give the local deity a few ann as and promise 
that if he produced the brute and it was slain, a sum of five rupees would 
be forthcoming. It appeared that when R. C. M. had last been in these 
hills he had run short of ready cash and had told the men to come to his 
estate, which they did, when he gave them what was owing, including five 
rupees for the god. This had been given to the pink-shirted man who had 
led us astray after the monkeys. On his return to the village he had said 
nothing about it and kept it for himself. The matter had only just been 
discovered by our men when they visited the temple. . 

Meanwhile, they had given the pink-shirted gentleman the five rupees 
for the god after the death of my elephant, and' he had gone off with a tale 
about his wife being ill, and they were sure that he would spend the money 
on drink. They had therefore decided to follow him and retrieve the money, 
and make sure that this time it got to. its right destination. They also 
proposed to make ato.nement to the god for the sins of the pink-shirted one. 

At daybreak our sleep was disturbed by the noise of the atonement 
service. A youngster who had come with his father to learn the AB C of 
tracking was taken to a neighbouring pool, his head was smeared with cow 
dung, and he was stripped' and immersed in the water which was green and 
slimy. At first he was loud in his protests but was assured that the whole 
success of the hunt depended on him, so he submitted to the ordeal. 

After an early breakfast we split forces, sending trackers in various 
directions, and eventually at 2 o'clock one of our men returnea with the 
very welcome news that he had traced the elephant and had left a 
companion to watch it. My prophecy had proved correct; the beast had 
gone right back up the gorge we had come down the previous day. 

It was a long hot climb, but eventually we came on the watcher and he 
pointed out the elephant in a ravine at the other side of the gorge, but 
reported hiIP very much on the alert and nervous of the slightest sound. 
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W e got above him as quickly as possibl e as it was getting late, and found a 
place on the steep billside which was covered witb loose stones and clumps 
of bamboos. We settled down to wait till he gave us a chance of seeing a 
vital spot to fire at ; the sun was setti llg and we were anx.ious, as if 
matters were delayed t oo long we migb t not have ligbt enough to shoot by. 

1'be elepbant waS fe eding in a clump of bamboos and there was a clear 
space about ten yards ahead of him but he seemed fixed for tbe day. At 
h1St a puff of wind gave him our seen t, and up went his enormous hea.d alld 
be waved his trunk round seeking us, which gave us a fine vi ew of the sid e 
of hi s head. The Colonel fired, and as his rifle went off I also fired , quickly 
followed hy R. C. M., both barrels of bis rifle going oIT together which sent 
him sprawling on bis back. 

The effect of tbis practically simultaneous di scharge was absolutely 
devastating. The elephant just collapsed witbout a kick, and we were 

Fro. 4. -Col. T., R. C. M., !loud tracker, with Col. T.s elepbant. 

very soon down the interveni ng hillside t o discover tbat he was a very fitle 
trophy. Tusks measured later were 5 feet 8! inches and (5 feet 9 inches, 
and weighed 55! pounds and 58 pounds, a beavier·bodied elephant th an 
mllle . 

I got a rew photographs of him and his slayer and tben we set off for 
camp, a long weary journey down the bed of the gorge, jumping from rock 
to rock and clambering down huge boulders. It was dark long he fore we 
got to the bot tom, and we made torches of bamboo and grass which gave 
quite a good light hut made things hot and uncomCortab le as the gorge 
itself was very stuffy. Eventually we gut to camp about 9 p.m., and were 
very ready Cor a drin k and dinner. 

We heard tbat shortly after we hRd left camp the Ponnachi villagers 
had sent an urgent call for us to come and dea.l with the " rog ue " there. 
He bad actually been in a fi eld just beside their village eating their crops, 
and reCus ed to leave in spite of the yelling of the crowd . "We were early 
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astir next day and packed up camp and made for Ponnachi, another long 
trek. At the top of the hill close to the village we sent a couple of men 
off for some green coconuts and bad a most refreshing drink. We bung 
about most of the day waiting for the trackers to come in, and wbentbey 
did at last arrive it was with the rather depressing news that the elephant 
had gone over the shoulder of Ponnachi Betta, a long hog's-back hill, the 
highest in the range. They also reported that he was in the valley beyond· . 
making for the river Cauvery, about ten miles off. 

We pusbed on to the Forest Bungalow and made out our plans for the 
next day. R. C. M. had a long confab with tbe trackers, and tbey came to 
the conclusion tbat tbe elephant had probably not gone as far as the 
Cauvery but was working round the hill, so we decided to go round the 
opposite way with the trackers above and below us on the chance of 
meeting him next morning. 

We set off at 6 a.m., and had a rough trek round the soutb-west spur 
of the hill, and eventually got a fine view of the .Cauvery away below us 
with the Mysore foothills beyond and a very dry and uninviting expanse 
of jungle between the base 'Of the hill and the river. On our way we 
spotted a cow elephant with a baby calf, evidently only a few days old, and 
probably members of the herd we had seen before. We bore round to the 
north· east slopes and still saw no signs of our prospective victim, so we 
settled down for lunch at about 2 p.m., our first real halt since leaving 
camp that morning. Shortly afterwards we recei ved a message from 
Bomma saying that we should go down the valley below 'us, as he was 
sure the elephant had gone down there. This move was not greeted with 

.much enthu;;iasm, as it was a long way down a very steep hillside. 
However, down we went and found when we got there that there was 

no sign of an elephant, and some cattle grazers assured us that he had not 
come that way. There was nothing to be done for it but to make f.or the 
top of the hill again, a climb of between 3,000 and 4,000 feet. The surface 
was very steep and covered with high grass, in many places above our 
heads. The loose stones rolled away under our feet and seemed to bring 
us down again as we tried to mount upwards, while every ridge we came 
to and hoped would be the top proved to have a still bigher one beyond it. 

At tbe summit at last a wonderful panorama rewarded our exertions
to tbe south-west and west the Billagirirangans with tbe Nilgiris 
beyond; to the north the Mysore Hills and east the Shevaroys and a 
couple of other little known ranges, while spreading away below us the 
smaller hills of the Baragurs. After enjoying tbis wonderful view we had 
to return to the sterner realities of life and tbe fact that we had at least 
eight miles to go to reach tbe bungalow. 

We made the best pace we could down the further sidA of the hill, 
hoping to strike a path before darkness overtook us. Before we found 
the path we were forced to make torches of grass at the imminent peril 
of setting the hill side on fire. Later on we came upon a couple of pieces 
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of dead bamboo which made excellent torches, and upon reaching the level 
of the bamboo jungle we had plenty of material for lights to see ns on our 
weary way home. 

We arrived at the bungalow about midnight after eighteen hours of 
fruitless tracking, for we never came within sight of the elephant. 

Next morning we had to pack up and make for the estate, as our time 
. was up. We had the same march to do as the night before I got my first 
elephant .. It was a very different business in the daylight and did not 
take nearly so long. Instead of camping on the hill as before, we dropped 
down to the road below, where the" Ohev." and the Ford, which had been 

. repaired, were waiting for us, and also what was greatly appreciated, some 
beer sent out by Mrs. M. We also met the skinner who had been looking 
after the dead elephants; he had got the tusks, feet and tails, and there 
was great excitement over the measuring. We knew mine was a monster, 
but we were very keen to see how he compared with a couple of large 
South Indian elephants,. of which R. O. M. had the measurements. We 
found the tusks were 8 feet 2 inches and 8 feet 2! inches, which was 
bigger than any of the others recorded in Southern India. Later we had 
them weighed, and we found that they were also the heaviest recorded in 
Southern India, and within the first half-dozen of all Asiatic elephants
weighing 90t and 91! lb., a truly magnificent trophy! 

We loaded up the Ford and "Obev." for our fifty-mile drive to the 
estate, but .we chartered a bullock cart for the tusks; We did not dare put 
them in the Ford, as there was almost 300 lb. of ivory and it would have 
completely overloaded the van which had done so well over desperate 
roads. 

The run' .back was uneventful, and we fairly revelled in hot baths and 
comfortable beds and the excellent food provided by our hostess. Next 
morning we found our cars awaiting us, and leaving one to take the tusks 
when they arrived, the Colonel and I set out for the Nilgiris, after the 
most strenuous and enjoyable eight days' shoot we had ever had. We were 
full of gratitude to our host, who had managed everything for us and given 
us an opportunity which faUs to the lot of very few people in India 
nowadays. 

• 
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